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Selected Recent Research Publications

Berkowitz, B. (in preparation). Neighborhood life. [Book manuscript, based on original research conducted in a metropolitan suburban neighborhood.]


Additional Recent Publications (Since 2000)


Temple, & S. Wienrich (Eds.), *The world’s greatest ideas: An encyclopedia of social inventions* (p. 167). Gabriola Island, British Columbia, Canada: New Society Publishers. [brief article on neighborhood program]


**Electronic Publications** (peer-reviewed Web site)

**1995-present** The Community Tool Box. [Writer, lead editor, and also core collaborator for this first-of-its-kind service, which provides peer-reviewed community development information over the Internet. This is a national project, in collaboration with the Work Group on Health Promotion and Community Development at the University of Kansas.

To date, over 7000 pages of text in over 250 different modules have been posted on our Web site ([http://ctb.ku.edu](http://ctb.ku.edu)). The Community Tool Box is presently the largest single source for information on community health and development now in existence. I have written 17 modules (about 15-25 pages per module) and provided detailed editing for about 100 others.]